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To tie-in to our focus on flavors, this week we are going to develop our palate by creating Virgin 

Cocktails. Virgin cocktails can be viewed as a starting point for cocktail creation. Really explore 

the different options available for sweetening agents, souring agents and have fun with some 

interesting mixers.  

 

As always I’d love to have everyone share their creations on the course forum, but don’t 

feel any pressure to do so.! 

 

 

Day One:  Using the information that we covered in the course, create a flavored syrup that you 

will use during the week. (Make enough for 4-5 drinks.) Try to find 2 flavors that work well 

together. Some examples of flavor combinations would be Ginger & peach, Earl Gray tea with 

bergamot orange & honey, or maybe apple with maple and cinnamon syrup. You get the idea.  

 

Record your recipe here. 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Day Two:  Now that you have your sweet component, choose & add a souring ingredient to 

balance out your sweet and create a virgin cocktail. Then, if it is too intense in flavor, add water, 

tea, or soda water to balance the Flavor Depth.  

 

What spirit would you recommend to go with this flavor combination, and why? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Day Three:  Now try to create a new virgin drink by using your syrup again, and adding at least 

one other type of sweet juice, like orange, pineapple, guava, whatever you think makes sense 

with the flavor of your syrup. You may need to balance it out with additional acid and / or by 

diluting with soda water. 

 

What spirit would you recommend to go with this flavor combination, and why? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Day Four:  This time skip your syrup – create a drink using juice(s), trying to use something you 

are unfamiliar with.  Balance as needed with additional acid, sweetness and/or water, tea or 

soda water. 

 

What spirit would you recommend to go with this flavor combination, and why? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Day Five:  Incorporate a muddled ingredient into the same virgin cocktail recipe you made on 

day 2. Would your recommended spirit selection change? Why or why not? 

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

By the end of the five days, you should be comfortable with finding flavors that complement 

each other and help to support the main spirit of your drink. 

 

 


